WEST 35TH STREET HOTEL
319 WEST 35TH STREET

The structural facade of this 6,000 m² hotel is conceived as rigid tube pierced to expose panoramic views.

The facade is conceived as a structural gradient stretched over the building vertically, creating varying degrees of transparency. The client was presented with three iterations of this facade system. The goal of the collective strategy is two-fold: to introduce different degrees of public access and privacy in the rooms, and to free the plan by eliminating internal shear walls.

PROJECT
4-star luxury hotel, 155 Keys, F&B on lobby, lounge, garden, roof garden
SIZE
6,000 m² (64,584 ft²)

LOCATION
New York, NY

COLLABORATION
NA

STATUS
Commission

VALUE
$25 million

KEY PERSON
George Distelans, Andrew Heid